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ABSTRACT

Understanding the microstructure of nuclear fuels is important because the mi-

crostructure affects many important properties such as thermal conductivity,

fission gas release and mechanical stability of fuel materials. Idaho National

Laboratory’s (INL’s) mesoscale fuels performance code MARMOT currently

assumes that the grain boundary energy and mobility are isotropic when cal-

culating the grain boundary. They are known to depend on how the two

grains are oriented with respect to each other and the grain boundary. We

have incorporated the anisotropic nature of the grain boundary energy into

MARMOT to increase the accuracy of the simulation. Using a five degree of

freedom model to predict the grain boundary energies for , we added code to

MARMOT to calculate the grain boundary energy at each boundary instead

of assuming the grain boundary energy is the same everywhere. We preformed

a few test cases such as a single circle grain, a small array of hexagon grains,

and a many grain system. From these test cases we concluded that another

term needed to be added to the phase field equations in order for the free

energy to decrease. Another study is being performed to validate our model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There has been interest recently in developing sustainable sources of energy other

than fossil fuels. Nuclear fission is one of these sustainable sources of energy. Being

able to computationally model nuclear reactors allows us to predict how reactors will

behave in normal as well as in accident conditions, and for new reactor designs. To

do this researchers perform multiscale modeling. Multiscale modeling is where first

principles simulations inform atomistic simulations which inform mesoscale models

which in turn inform engineering scale models(1). Different scales are dominated by

different physics. This is used in the modeling of nuclear reactors is the modeling of

grain growth and its effects. First, at the scale of electrons, the Schrödinger equation

is solved to describe the interaction between adjacent atoms. Then, molecular dy-

namics uses knowledge about these interactions to model how atoms behave at grain

boundaries. Next, molecular dynamics simulations give the parameters to be used in

grain growth simulations. Finally in the engineering scale, the microstructure is pro-

duced in grain growth simulations which affects material properties such as thermal

conductivity.

There are many other effects that need this kind of multiscale modeling. This is

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

a large endeavour and my project was to improve a small portion of the mesoscale

model. More specifically my project was to add anisotropic grain boundary energy in

MARMOT (Idaho National Laboratory’s mesoscale fuel performance code). MAR-

MOT uses MOOSE(Multi-physics Object Oriented Simulation Environment) as a

framework to solve the equations related to mesoscale modeling(2).

1.1 Grain Growth

Many metals and ceramics are polycrystalline. Polycrystalline materials are made

up of many regions that are each a single crystal. Grains are these single crystal

regions. Grains are usually between 1 µm and 100 µm in size. This length scale is

mesoscale(3).

A grain boundary is where two or more grains meet. These grain boundaries add

energy to the system because they are lattice imperfections. In other words, they are

made up of broken atomic bonds. Factors that effect the amount of energy in the

boundary are the orientation of the two grains with respect to each other and to the

boundary. To reduce the energy, atoms tend to move from one grain to another.

We are interested in how grains evolve in materials because the size, shape and

orientation of the grains affects material properties such as thermal conduction, me-

chanical properties(3). Our driving motivation in this research is to more accurately

model nuclear reactors. Our part in this is to model how the grains evolve (grain

growth) to more effectively in order to calculate these material properties to use in

larger scale simulations.

The current model is MARMOT which assumes that the grain boundary energy is

isotropic, meaning the energy is the same for every grain. This is called the isotropic

case. The goal of my project was to calculate the grain boundary energy using the
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orientation of the grains. We use this to more accurately calculate the evolution of

the grains. This is the anisotropic case. Figure 1.1 is an example of what a small 8

grain simulation might look like before and after grain growth.

(a) before grain growth (b) after grain growth

Figure 1.1 A small 8 grain simulation in MARMOT.

1.1.1 Phase Field

Because different scales use different physics, they require different models. To nu-

merically model grain growth we use a phase field model. In a phase field model we

label each grain with an order parameter ηi(~r, t). The order parameter is used to keep

track of what grains are where. An order parameter is equal to 1 inside the grain it

represents and 0 outside of the grain. In the grain boundary it transitions smoothly

from 1 to 0, as seen in Figure 1.2.

The development of these order parameter is given by the Allen-Cahn equation.

We apply the Allen-Cahn equations to each order parameter to get a system of partial

differential equations. The Allen-Cahn equation is ∂ηi(~r,t)
∂t

= −L δF
δηi

, where F is the

total free energy and δF
δηi

is the functional derivative of the free energy with respect to

one of the order parameters(4). The system evolves according to the equations until

the free energy is minimized.
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Figure 1.2 The order parameters at a grain boundary.

The free energy is given by

F =
∫
R
f(η1, η2, η3, ..., ηp,∇η1,∇η2,∇η3, ...,∇ηp)dV ,

where f is the free energy density and is given by

f = µ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
− η2i

2

)
+ γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j +

1

4

)
+
κ

2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2.

The term multiplied by µ is the bulk energy. The bulk free energy as a function of two

order parameters is seen in Figure 1.3. The minimum is when one order parameter

is one and the other is zero. There is a saddle point when both order parameters are

1/2. These properties ensure that the order parameters will move towards one being

one and the other order parameter being zero. The last term is the gradient energy

term which represents the energy due to the profile of a grain boundary. This term

ensures that grain boundaries have the proper width(instead of no width). p is the

number of grains, µ is the bulk energy coefficient, γ is another constant that affects

the bulk grain boundary energy and is found to match correct behavior when γ = 1.5,

and κ is the gradient free energy coefficient.

When we take the functional derivative for the isotropic case we obtain the Allen-
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Cahn equation,

∂ηi
∂t

= −L
[
µ
(
η3i − ηi + 2γ

p∑
j=1

ηiη
2
j

)
−∇· (κ∇ηi)

]
.

Differences that occur because of the anisotropy will be discussed later in Chapter 3.

The parameters for the Allen-Cahn equation are given in Moeleans et. al (4) as

L ≈ 4M

3lgb

κ ≈ 3

4
σgblgb

µ ≈ 3σgb

4f0,saddlelgb

γ ≈ 1.5

f0,saddle ≈ 1/8

Here σgb is the grain boundary energy, lgb is the grain boundary width and M is a

temperature dependent mobility of the grain boundaries. These equations are solved

numerically in MARMOT.

Figure 1.3 The bulk free energy as a function of two order parameters
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1.1.2 Five Degree of Freedom Grain Boundary Energy Model

Grain boundaries have 5 degrees of freedom. There are two common ways to de-

scribe these 5 degrees of freedom: the misorientation/inclination description and the

twist/tilt description. In the misorientation/inclination description we hold one of

the grains fixed and allow the other grain to rotate with 3 degrees of freedom (this

is called misorientation). The other two degrees of freedom come from rotating the

grain boundary (this is called inclination)(4)(5). In the twist/tilt description the

grain boundary is held in the (001) direction – or in other words the normal along

the z axis – and both grains are allowed to rotate. A twist is when the rotation axis

is orthogonal to the grain boundary plane. A tilt is when the rotation axis is in the

plane. Anything else is a combination of twists and tilts(6) (3). A schematic of a tilt

and a twist boundary is in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 The top is a representation of a tilt grain boundary; the bottom
is a representation of a twist grain boundary. Courtesy of Wikipedia, under
the creative commons licence.
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The grain boundary energy, σ , is a function of these 5 degrees of freedom. In the

isotropic case σ is treated as constant. To improve the accuracy of the simulation we

calculate the grain boundary energy at each element. To calculate the grain bound-

ary energy we use a function developed by Vasily Bulatov(6) which used molecular

dynamics to calculate the grain boundary energy of 388 grain boundaries to find a

43 parameter fit to the grain boundary energy function for 4 FCC metals (Cu, Ni,

Au, and Al). Bulatov created 1D, 2D and 3D subsets and combine them to get the

5D function(a function of the 5 degrees of freedom). The 1D subsets are symmetric

tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) and twist boundaries for <100>, <110> and <111>

axes. The 2D subsets are asymmetric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs) in the same set

of axes. The 3D subsets are a combination of twist and tilt in one of the sets of axes.

The 1D subsets could be described with one angle ξ which for twist boundaries is

the angle of rotation and for tilts it is the angle between the two grains. For ATGBs

we introduce another angle η which describes how asymmetric the angle is. θ1 is the

angle between the top grain and the grain boundary and like wise with θ2 and the

bottom grain. ξ = θ1− θ2 and η = θ1 + θ2 (remember since θ2 is below the boundary

it is negative). In 3D subsets we need another angle φ which is the angle between

the rotation axis and the unit normal. φ is 0 for twist boundaries and π/2 for tilt

boundaries. In Figure 1.5 is what the 1-D and 2-D subsets look like for 110 rotations.

All of the 1D subsets are defined as piecewise functions where each piece is a

Read Shockley Wolfe (RSW) function. RSW functions take the form sin(θ)(1 − a ∗

ln(sin(θ))). The <100> ATGB uses a power law and the energies of <100> STGB at

ξ and π/2− ξ. The <110> ATGB uses an RSW function and the energies of <100>

STGB at ξ and π − ξ. There is no <111> STGB but there is an <111> ATGB

which uses an RSW function for both ξ and η. All of the 3D subsets use a power

law: εhkl(ξ, η, φ) = εtwisthkl (ξ)(1− 2φ
π

)p
1
hkl + εtilthkl(ξ, η)(2φ

π
)p

2
hkl , where p1hkl and p2hkl are two
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Figure 1.5 The energy of 110 rotations subsets for a) twist boundaries b)
symmetric tilt boundaries and c) asymmetric tilt boundaries. This figure is
taken from Bulatov’s paper(6).

of the 43 parameters.

Bulatov then used weighing functions to interpolate between the different idealized

rotations. To do interpolation, distance has to be defined. d3, the difference in the

misorientions, is define as d3 = 2 sin(δ/2) where δ is the residual angle after doing

the actual rotation and then doing the inverse idealized rotation. d2 is the inclination

distance defined as d2 = 2−m1·n1 −m2·n2 where n1 and n2 are the unit normal in

grain 1 reference and grain 2 reference and m1 and m2 are the unit normal for the

idealized versions of grain 1 and 2. The weighting function is

whkl(d3) =
w0
hkl

sin( πd3
2dmax

hkl
)(1− 1

2
ln sin( πd3

2dmax
hkl

)− 1

where whkl and dmaxhkl are the weights and max distances in one of <100>, <110> or

<111>. The energy would then be:

ε =
1 +

∑
whkl(d3)εhkl(ξ, η, φ)

1 +
∑
whkl(d3)

εRGB
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where εRGB is the the energy scaling factor that the energies are scaled from. It is

one of the 43 parameters.

Tim Harbison extended this model to include, a fluorite ceramic, by finding the

43 parameters for UO2 which allows us to use the anisotropic model for grain growth

in UO2. (5)

1.2 MOOSE

MOOSE is a framework for solving coupled non-linear partial differential equations. It

was developed at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) in 2009. It uses the finite element

method which produces a piece-wise continuous solution to the differential equations

being solved. MOOSE performs these calculations on each quadrature point.(7)

In MOOSE the calculations are partitioned into separate classes. MOOSE is very

structured and has several parent classes that have different functionality. For a spe-

cific application, one would inherit from one of these classes to make their own unique

class or use one of the classes that is already in MOOSE’s physics modules. An input

file tells MOOSE which classes to use, how to use them, and give some parameters to

the classes. I will give a brief overview of the function of a few of these parent classes

and how they fit into MOOSE. This is necessary in order to understand how the code

that I wrote works and fits into the simulation as a whole. For more information

about these parent classes visit mooseframework.org/wiki/MooseSystems.

1.2.1 Input File

In the input file we specify the variables that are used in the partial differential

equations we are trying to solve. In the case of grain growth the variables are the

order parameters. Each kernel describes one term in the differential equation. The
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kernels use the weak (integral) form of the differential equation. Obtaining the weak

form of the Allen-Cahn equation is discussed in Appendix A. Below is an example of

an input file.

[Mesh]
# Mesh block. Meshes can be read in or automatically generated
type = GeneratedMesh
dim = 2 # Problem dimension
nx = 12 # Number of elements in the x-direction
ny = 12 # Number of elements in the y-direction
xmax = 1000 # maximum x-coordinate of the mesh
ymin = 0 # minimum y-coordinate of the mesh
ymax = 1000 # maximum y-coordinate of the mesh
elem_type = QUAD4 # Type of elements used in the mesh
uniform_refine = 3 # Initial uniform refinement of the mesh

[]

[GlobalParams]
# Parameters used by several kernels that are defined globally to simplify input file
op_num = 14 # Number of order parameters used
var_name_base = gr # Base name of grains
grain_num = 36 #Number of grains

[]

[Variables]
# Variable block, where all variables in the simulation are declared
[./PolycrystalVariables]
[../]

[]

[ICs]
[./PolycrystalICs]

[./PolycrystalVoronoiIC]
[../]

[../]
[]

[AuxVariables]
# Dependent variables
[./bnds]

# Variable used to visualize the grain boundaries in the simulation
order = FIRST
family = LAGRANGE

[../]
[./unique_grains]

order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL

[../]
[./var_indices]

order = CONSTANT
family = MONOMIAL

[../]
[]

[Kernels]
[./Polycrystal5DoFKernel]

AnisoGBEnergy_UserObject = AnisoEnergy
[../]
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[]

[AuxKernels]
# AuxKernel block, defining the equations used to calculate the auxvars
[./bnds_aux]
type = BndsCalcAux
variable = bnds
execute_on = timestep_end

[../]
[./unique_grains]

type = FeatureFloodCountAux
variable = unique_grains
execute_on = timestep_end
bubble_object = grain_tracker
field_display = UNIQUE_REGION

[../]
[./var_indices]

type = FeatureFloodCountAux
variable = var_indices
execute_on = timestep_end
bubble_object = grain_tracker
field_display = VARIABLE_COLORING

[../]
[]

[BCs]
# Boundary Condition block
[./Periodic]

[./top_bottom]
auto_direction = ’x y’ # Makes problem periodic in the x and y directions

[../]
[../]

[]

[Materials]
[./CuGrGr]

# Material properties
type = GBAnisoEnergy
block = 0 # Block ID (only one block in this problem)
GBmob0 = 2.5e-6 #Mobility prefactor for Cu from Schonfelder1997
Q = 0.23 #Activation energy for grain growth from Schonfelder 1997
T = 450 # K #Constant temperature of the simulation (for mobility calculation)
wGB = 14 # nm #Width of the diffuse GB
AnisoGBEnergy_UserObject = AnisoEnergy
outputs = exodus

[../]
[]

[Postprocessors]
# Scalar postprocessors
[./dt]

# Outputs the current time step
type = TimestepSize

[../]
[]

[UserObjects]
[./grain_tracker]

type = GrainTracker
threshold = 0.2
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convex_hull_buffer = 5.0
use_single_map = false
enable_var_coloring = true
condense_map_info = true
connecting_threshold = 0.08
flood_entity_type = elemental
compute_op_maps = true
execute_on = ’initial timestep_begin’
tracking_step = 0

[../]
[./euler_angle_file]

type = EulerAngleFileReader
file_name = grn_100_rand.tex

[../]
[./AnisoEnergy]

type = AnisoGBEnergyUserObject
euler_angle_provider = euler_angle_file
GrainTracker_object = grain_tracker
execute_on = ’nonlinear linear’
GBenergy_iso = 0.708

[../]
[]

[Executioner]
type = Transient # Type of executioner, here it is transient with an
# adaptive time step
scheme = bdf2 # Type of time integration (2nd order backward euler),
#defaults to 1st order backward euler

#Preconditioned JFNK (default)
solve_type = ’PJFNK’

# Uses newton iteration to solve the problem.
petsc_options_iname = ’-pc_type -pc_hypre_type -ksp_gmres_restart -mat_mffd_type’
petsc_options_value = ’hypre boomeramg 31 ds’
l_max_its = 25 # Max number of linear iterations
l_tol = 1e-4 # Relative tolerance for linear solves
nl_max_its = 25 # Max number of nonlinear iterations
nl_rel_tol = 1e-9 # Relative tolerance for nonlienar solves
start_time = 0.0
end_time = 4000
[./TimeStepper]

type = IterationAdaptiveDT
dt = 2.5 # Initial time step. In this simulation it changes.
optimal_iterations = 6 s
growth_factor = 1.2
cutback_factor = 0.75

[../]
[./Adaptivity]

# Block that turns on mesh adaptivity.
initial_adaptivity = 2 # Number of times mesh is adapted to initial condition
refine_fraction = 0.7 # Fraction of high error that will be refined
coarsen_fraction = 0.1 # Fraction of low error that will coarsened
max_h_level = 4 # Max number of refinements used, starting from initial mesh

[../]
[]

[Outputs]
file_base = tracker_2D
exodus = true # Exodus file will be outputted
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csv = true
[]

The mesh block tells MOOSE how fine spatially the solution will be and the size of

the whole simulation. There is mesh adaptivity in MOOSE so the mesh will change

size in some areas (in our case grain boundaries) to increase accuracy where it is

needed. Parameters for the mesh adaptivity are in the executioner block.

There are some parameters that are used in multiple blocks. Those parameters

could be put in the globalparams block so that they are only in one place but used

by several blocks.

The variables block is where the variables are set up. In our case it is the order

parameters. The variable names are gr0, gr1, gr2, .... The parameters declaring the

names of the variables and the number of variables is in the globalparams block.

The initial conditions block is where the initial values of the variables are set. The

Kernels block is where the terms of the differential equation are specified. The BCs

block is where the boundary conditions of each variable are set. For our simulations

we usually have periodic boundary conditions. All of these blocks use the action

system. This means instead of the user creating the sub-blocks explicitly, the user

creates them with an action. This is where an action is specified that could create

many sub-blocks at a time. In the case of the kernel action it creates a few kernels,

one for each term in the differential equation, for each variable. In this example there

are 4 kernels for 14 variables giving 56 kernels.

Auxiliary variables are extra variables that are not part of a differential equation

that are used elsewhere in the program. Sometimes they are used in other calculation

and sometimes they are used for visualization purposes. Auxiliary kernels are where

the auxiliary variables are calculated.

The materials class is used to determine the material properties that are used in
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the kernels. These properties are calculated at each quadrature point. This makes it

easy to switch between varying material properties and constant material properties.

The materials class takes input parameters that are from other parts of the simulation

or constants defined in the input file.

Postprocessor do some calculation and returns a value that describes the state

of the system in some way. One example of a postprocessor is one that could tell

the size of a specific grain. So with this postprocessor we could see how the grains

change size with respect to time. There are also vector postprocessors that remove

the restriction of only giving out one value; these are useful to analyze much more

data.

User objects are used to do some calculations and have functionality that isn’t

part of another class. User objects are more customizable in that the writer defines

the interface between the user object and other classes. One example of a user object

is grain tracker. It allows us to use the same order parameter for multiple grains, and

when two grains with the same order parameter get too close then one of the grains

switches to a different order parameter. This allows us to get away with using only

around 30 order parameters in a 3 dimensional simulation with hundreds of grains.

This simplifies the computation by having a system of 30 equations instead of over

100 equations.

The executioner block is where details about the solver are defined. It also is where

the initial timestep and timestep and mesh adaptivity are defined. The outputs block

tells where to write files and what kind of files to write.

1.2.2 MARMOT

To create simulations, INL developed the MOOSE-BISON-MARMOT (MBM) suite.

MOOSE is the framework where all the equations are solved. BISON has engi-
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neering scale models. MARMOT has material specific mesoscale models describing

microstructure evolution(2) (1).

MOOSE has a phase-field module. In the phase field module there is an isotropic

grain growth model. MARMOT has more phase-field models and is used for material

specific models. Since the Bulatov’s function is only for a few materials that is where

our anisotropic model belongs.
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Chapter 2

Auxilary Kernel Implementation

Bulatov provided a Matlab code that calculates the grain boundary energy. It takes

the orientation of the two grains in a rotation matrix for each grain, which we will

call orientation matrices. His code assumes a (001) boundary plane (6). We based

our code off of the code he provided.

2.1 Procedures

We created an auxiliary variable that holds the grain boundary energy for each

quadrature point. We wrote an auxiliary kernel that calculates the grain bound-

ary energy. With this grain boundary energy we calculate the parameters of the

Allen-Cahn equation in a material. We do this at each element at each time step.

All of this calculation can be done in a material but we do most of it in the auxiliary

kernel so that we could have control of when the calculation is performed. There are

several solves for each time step, and material classes always do their calculations at

each solve. With auxiliary kernels we could choose when to do the calculation. If

we only do the grain boundary energy calculations once a time step we could have

17
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reasonable time steps. If we do the calculations every solve then the solution only

converges as very small time steps.

Since Bulatov’s function assumes a (001) normal to the grain boundary, we have

to rotate the grains so the plane normal is at (001). We find the grain boundary

normal by the direction of the gradient of one of the order parameters in the grain

boundary, ∇ηi|∇ηi| . We need to rotate this vector to (001). Since a rotation around the

boundary plane normal does not do anything (i.e there are two degrees of freedom

for the boundary plane normal and three for a rotation matrix) there are multiple

rotation matrices that could accomplish this. We used a function that was already in

MOOSE that does this for us. The grain boundary energy is the same if both grains

are rotated around the plane normal, so any valid rotation matrix will work. We

could find the orientation of the grains in the new frame by O′ = RO, where O′ is the

new orientation matrix, R is the rotation matrix, and O is the old orientation matrix.

Once we have the orientation matrices in the right frame we could use Bulatov’s

function to calculate the grain boundary energy.

Bulatov’s function only calculates the energy of a boundary with two grains. When

we have a multi-junction, where 3 or more grains meet, we use a weighted average of

all of the pairs. From Moelans(4) we have

σ =

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i σijη

2
i η

2
j∑p

i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j

.

This makes it so the energy varies smoothly from one boundary to another.

2.2 Results

In MOOSE we start with an initial grain arrangement. We start with certain initial

conditions where we know what should happen. Then we can compare what should
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happen with what happened. We learned some valuable information about where our

model was lacking.

The first test case is that of a circular grain. In the isotropic case the circle grain

shrinks uniformly becoming a smaller and smaller circle. In the anisotropic case we

expect that the side with the higher energy to shrink faster. This is what happened.

The second case is just that of a 2-d polycrystalline grain structure. We calculated

the grain boundary energy in two simulations but only used the energy in the calcu-

lations of the grain growth in one case, the anisotropic case. We expected that the

average grain boundary energy of the anisotropic case would decrease faster than in

the isotropic because high energy boundaries should preferentially shrink. This was

when multi-junctions were a single high energy so if a multi-junction disappears then

the average grain boundary energy decreases. The average grain boundary energy of

the isotropic case decreases faster, which is the opposite of what was expected. This

shows that the high energy boundaries were shrinking slower in the anisotropic case

instead of shrinking faster.

Figure 2.1 This figure shows how the average grain boundary energy goes
up in the anisotropic case but not in the isotropic case. Courtesy of John-
Michael Bradley. Used with permission.
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To further investigate the discrepancy with the energy I created another test

case to test my hypothesis that the issue was improper treatment of triple junction

kinetics. Young’s equation, which is an equation describing equilibrium angles of triple

junctions, is σ1
sin θ23

= σ2
sin θ13

= σ3
sin θ12

(3). So, if all of the energies are the same then all

the equilibrium angles would be 120◦. The third case was a grid of 4 hexagons. In the

isotropic case a hexagonal grid is stable and all 6 triple junctions are in equilibrium.

This isn’t the case when the energies are not the same. We arrange the grains so

that the boundaries around one grain would be high and the others would be low.

We would expect the grain with the high energy boundaries to shrink but instead

they grew as seen in Figure 2.2. This confirms that the free energy of the system is

increasing. A discussion about this will be in the next section.

Figure 2.2 A hexagon grain showing that the high energy grain boundaries
grow. This has to be because the triple junctions are treated incorrectly.
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User Object Implementation

As discussed in the previous section, single grains exhibited the expected behavior,

while polycrystalline grain structures didn’t. The high energy boundaries preferen-

tially grew instead of preferentially shrinking as expected. This causes the free energy

to increase in some systems. As we know from thermodynamics the free energy in an

isolated system should always decrease.

3.1 Procedures

The difference between the two grain system and the many grain system is that there

are triple junctions in the many grain system. This means that the triple junctions

are incorrectly modeled. After much examination, I realized that this is because in

the Allen-Cahn equation we don’t include how the free energy will change as the grain

boundary energy changes. In other words, the grain boundaries will move to a lower

energy but when the grain boundary energy is recalculated the free energy actually

increases. An extra term needed to be included. To figure out what the extra term

would be I recalculated the functional derivative. The functional derivative is given
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by δF
δηk

= ∂f
∂ηk
−∇· ∂f

∂∇ηk
. In the case of grain growth we have

f = µ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
− η2i

2

)
+ γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j +

1

4

)
+
κ

2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2.

Since both µ and κ are linearly dependent on σ we can rewrite the equation above as

f = σ
(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
− η2i

2

)
+ γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j +

1

4

)
+
Cκ
2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2
)
,

where Cµ = µ
σ

and Cκ = κ
σ

both of which are constants.

∂f

∂ηk
=

∂σ

∂ηk

(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
−η

2
i

2

)
+γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j+

1

4

)
+
Cκ
2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2
)
+µ(η3k−ηk+2γηk

p∑
j 6=k

η2j )

The only η dependence in σ comes from the weighting function σ =

∑p

i=1

∑p

j>i
σijη

2
i η

2
j∑p

i=1

∑p

j>i
η2i η

2
j

.

From this we obtain

∂σ

∂ηk
=

2ηk
∑p
j 6=k σkjη

2
j

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j − 2ηk

∑
j 6=k η

2
j

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i σijη

2
i η

2
j

(
∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j )

2
.

This derivative is only non-zero when the energy is anisotropic and there are 3 or

more non-zero order parameters at that point. First, to illustrate that this term is

always zero in the isotropic case, we replace the σij with σ since all of them are the

same. Doing this and pulling the σ out of the sum we obtain

∂σ

∂ηk
=

2σηk
∑p
j 6=k η

2
j

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j − 2σηk

∑
j 6=k η

2
j

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j

(
∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j )

2
= 0.

To show that there has to be 3 or more non-zero grains we will assume there are

2 non-zero order parameters, η1 and η2, and the rest are zero. The derivative after

evaluating the sums becomes

∂σ

∂η1
=

2σ12η
3
1η

4
2 − 2σ12η

3
1η

4
2

η41η
4
2

= 0

This goes along with my observation that the free energy problem is because of

incorrect treatment at triple junctions, since this term is only non-zero at multi-

junctions.
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The other term in the functional derivative is

∇· ∂f

∂∇ηk
= ∇· ∂σ

∂∇ηk

(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
−η

2
i

2

)
+γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j+

1

4

)
+
Cκ
2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2
)
+∇· (κ∇ηk).

Since σ doesn’t have an easily-defined dependence on ∇η we will not include the first

term on the right hand side at this time. This term would rotate a boundary to a

lower energy inclination. This probably isn’t a very dominant effect, so we are not

including it and hoping that we will still obtain accurate results.

For the functional derivative we have

δF

δηk
=

∂σ

∂ηk

(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
−η

2
i

2

)
+γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j+

1

4

)
+
Cκ
2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2
)
+µ(η3k−ηk+2γηk

p∑
j 6=k

η2j )

−∇· (κ∇ηk).

The only extra term from the isotropic case is

∂σ

∂ηk

(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
− η2i

2

)
+ γ

p∑
i=1

p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j +

1

4

)
+
Cκ
2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2
)
,

this term tells us how the free energy is changed because σ changes as η changes.

Where

∂σ

∂ηk
=

2ηk
∑p
j 6=k σkjη

2
j

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j − 2ηk

∑
j 6=k η

2
j

∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i σijη

2
i η

2
j

(
∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i η

2
i η

2
j )

2
.

To insure that this term would cause the free energy to decrease I wrote a kernel

that includes this term. I incorporated this kernel with the 5 DoF model. This would

involved moving the calculations into a user object because auxiliary kernels could

only pass back one number per point. Here we need to pass the energy of all of the

pairs of active grains, so that we could evaluate ∂σ
∂ηk

. Previously, we do the weighting

inside of the axillary kernel. To calculate the sums such as
∑p
i=1

∑p
j>i σijη

2
i η

2
j I only

summed over the active grain pairs. This is valid since the non-active order parameters

are very close or equal to zero. We do the weighting in the user object and it can
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pass the average energy or all the energies with the associated pair of grain boundary

energies. The material only uses the averaged energy, but the kernel uses the map of

energies.

3.2 Results

The free energy does decrease in the hexagonal test case as seen in Figure 3.1. The

high energy grain shrinks. The Free energies of the arrangement with the kernel is

seen in Figure 3.1a and without the kernel in Figure 3.1b.

(a) The free energy of a hexagonal
grid with the new kernel. The Free
energy is steadily decreasing.

(b) The free energy of a hexagonal
grid without the new kernel. The free
Energy is sporadic but has an upward
trend.

Figure 3.1 The free energy of a hexagonal case with and without the new
kernel.

One peculiar result that needs to be resolved is that when the ratio between

the energies of the boundaries in a triple junction is high enough the low energy

boundaries creep up the high energy boundary to create a lower energy triple junction.

This isn’t physical. This is a lot more noticeable when the ratio between high energy

and low energy boundaries is high as seen in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. A discussion

of one way to fix this problem is in the conclusion.
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Figure 3.2 The grain boundary energy of a polycrystalline region. Low
energy boundaries(blue) are creeping up high energy boundaries(red).

Figure 3.3 A hexagon grain with the two lower energies on the top connected
to a high energy boundary. This figure shows the value of one of the order
parameters. The grain growth in this case is proceeded by the creeping, and
the creeping continues after the grain growth stopped.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

The goal of this project was to more accurately model grain growth by introducing

anisotropic grain boundary energy. We used a 5 degree of freedom model to calculate

the energy. There were a few phenomenon that we were looking for that separates

isotropic grain growth and anisotropic grain growth. One of these is that high energy

boundaries shrink preferentially. We saw this after we added another term to the

Allen-Cahn equation. This showed that it is a force on the triple junction that causes

this phenomenon. Another phenomenon that we are looking for is the formation of

a texture. This is where grains of similar orientation are near each other(3). This

affects material properties significantly. Another project being performed to look at

this.

This study is being performed to compare quantitatively these simulations with

experimental result. INL has X-ray diffraction data of the grain structure of UO2

from before the reactor and after the fuel was used, that can be used to do this

comparison. The comparison would compare grain boundary character distributions.

A grain boundary character distribution tells us the distribution of twist and tilt

boundaries and how far apart they are. This research showed the importance of triple

27
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junction kinetics on the results of grain growth simulations. We know that the free

energy at a triple junction is higher. We could add a term to the free energy density

to increase the free energy at triple junctions. This could solve the problem of the

grain boundaries creeping up other boundaries. This would require reevaluating the

functional derivative and adding the appropriate kernel. One possible improvement is

to include some other observed phenomenon related to triple junctions such as triple

junction drag (8).



Appendix A

Weak Form

Many differential equations can be written in either a differential form or an integral

form. The differential form is also called the strong form, and the integral form is also

called the weak form. One example where both examples are familiar is Gauss’s law.

The strong form is given by ∇· ~E = ρ
ε0

to get to the weak form we could integrate

over a volume obtaining
∫
R∇· ~EdV =

∫
R

ρ
ε0
dV . After using the divergence theorem

and evaluating the right hand side we obtain the familiar result
∫
∂R

~E· d ~A = Q
ε0

.

To evaluate the Allen-Cahn equation in MOOSE we need it to be in the weak

form. The strong form is

∂ηk
∂t

= −L
[
∂σ

∂ηk

(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
− η2i

2

)
+ γ
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p∑
j>i

η2i η
2
j +

1

4

)
+
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2

p∑
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(∇ηi)2
)

+µ(η3k − ηk + 2γηk

p∑
j 6=k

η2j )−∇· (κ∇ηk)
]
.

Integrate both sides and apply the divergence theorem to obtain the weak form:

∫
R

∂ηk
∂t

dV = −L
∫
R

∂σ

∂ηk

(
Cµ
( p∑
i=1

(
η4i
4
− η2i

2

)
+ γ
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p∑
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η2i η
2
j +

1

4

)
+
Cκ
2

p∑
i=1

(∇ηi)2
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dV

−L
∫
R
µ(η3k − ηk + 2γηk

p∑
j 6=k

η2j )dV − L
∫
∂R

(κ∇ηk)· ~dA.
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